NEW LONDON (CCPS) Connecticut College Campus Safety, the New London Police Department, the F.B.I., and SGA staged a pre-dawn raid on the office of the College Voice last Saturday, arresting seven people and holding twenty-five others for questioning.

Rumors that the Voice was operating a clandestine sprotting ring triggered the raid.

"We've had this group under surveillance since January," stated F.B.I. detective Morton Piddlefinch.

Voice staff members and groupies were allegedly engaged in an orgiastic Sprotfest, according to NLPD Chief Reel Manlee. "It was pretty sick," said Reel, repulsed by what they watched in the room abusing Cornish Game Hens.

The NLPD confiscated two tons of Cornish Game Hens along with the arrests. Officials believe the hens are connected with the bizarre March robbery of 400 game hens from Harris refractory.

The Voice suspects are awaiting trial in the New London County Jail. Bail has been set at one million dollars.

On one major drawback of the new policy is the food service at Connecticut. They will continue to plan menus based on the four main food groups will be chicken, turkey, cornish game hens and miscellaneous. Included in this last group are turkey, cornish game hens and miscellaneous fowl. Included in this last group are turkey, cornish game hens and miscellaneous.

The accused, as senior, stated, "I've been in this school for four years and I've yet to catch it now," mainlined Piddlefinch.

The jury Board has recommended that the treasurier seek required to find the dishes, bowls, glasses, mugs and uten- sill missing from Smith Burdick.

Voice's mysterious person, Piddlefinch deduced the newspaper was perpetrating a new and frightening cult, code-named sprotting, with brainwash members into doing depraved things with Cornish Game Hens.

Apparently, according to to the newspaper The College Voice is a cover for a massive, nationwide organization whose goal is to brainwash all of America's college students through sprotting. "If we hadn't caught it now," maintained Piddlefinch, "It could have been worse than the moonies.

"Look at the numbers of foreign newspapers on its staff," said President Reagan, when told of the potential threat and its quick suppression. The Voice newspaper was not nice.
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PERISHSCOPE

by Sinclair Alver

Paris - Vandals last Tuesday broke into the Louvre and defaced the classic Venus de Milo. According to museum sources the vandals attached arms to the statue.

Washington - Researchers working for the government Technology and Exploration Agency found a seventy-five year old brain in an alcove of the White House. Aids close to the President denied reports that it was Mr. Reagan's brain which had been found. One White House staff member, who declined to be identified, stated, "No way this is Reagan's brain. I have it from very reliable sources that the President lost his brain in the 1940's, during the filming of a classic Bonzo movie.

Now I don't care what you reporters say, but can you explain to me how his brain would travel cross country, and hide itself in an alcove? And anyway the President lost his mind years ago, what would the brain have to gain by showing up now? He's [the president] done just fine without a cerebelum for the last forty-five years, this finding will have no impact on how he deals with policy. Anyway, brains never played a key role in this Administration's policies."

Washington - Vandals last Tuesday broke into the White House and defaced the First Lady, Nancy Reagan. An irrate President Reagan told reporters, "If I had wanted a broad with a personality I wouldn't have divorced Jane Wyman. This is obviously the work of godless-pinko-commie-homo-feminist agents." Doctors are reportedly studying ways to remove the new personality without messing up Mrs. Reagan's perm.

New London - Vandals last Tuesday broke into President Oaks Ames house and defaced Mr. Ames. According to college sources the vandals attached a Harpo Marx style wig on the President's head.

Washington - Coinciding with Mr. Reagan's warning to potential Congressional tax raisers that he had his veto pen out and dare them to "Make my day," the Administration has implemented an Inspector Calahan-like policy, right out of the Clint Eastwood film. Mr. Deaver, an important aid to the President, has stated that the policy has already produced the desired results.

Last week, Mr. Deaver reported, a group of girl scouts lobbying for the preservation of national forests petitioned the President. Mr. Reagan warned the girl scouts that they shouldn't stand in the way of progress, the Yellowstone [Park] Condo and Mall Complex has to be build, he said, for national security reasons. The girl scouts persisted and Mr. Reagan was forced to take out his Magnum 45 and shoot off the pony tails of two of the most recalcitrant of the girl scouts. Mr. Deaver concluded, "Then the junior commies ran from the White House like screaming pigs. God, it was great.'

Perishscope continued on page 4

OAKES AIMES SAYS............

'Try Miracle Grow Tonic!'

Love is blind
God is Love
Ray Charles is Blind
Ray Charles is God

Mimie Dearest

by Mimie Winterfresh

Dear Mimie:

My boyfriend Carl dumped me at a party. He said he wanted his freedom. It looks like a blonde to me. Anyway, now he wants to get back with me. What should I do?

Confused in J.A.

Dear Jane:

Your boyfriend sounds like a mongolian barbarian. Mention the word "eunuch" to him a couple of times, if he still wants to stay together make him one. This should keep him from seeking too much freedom.

Lonely in the North

Dear Mimie:

I'm a good looking guy with a super sense of humor. I've tried dating with Conn. girls, but I just can't get into it. There is something missing. Can you help me? I have a weird attraction, well, to cornish game hens. Help!

Poultry in the South

Dear Bird:

What the hell is this? Do I have to put up with this crap from you and your fellow crazy from the north? No, my dear purdue fan, no indeed. Find a hen and play with it, but don't tell me about it.

Mimie

Mimie

Mimie
When Oakesonomics Fails

We understand that the college is in dire need of funds for its Campaign for Connecticut College. The need to modernise and improve the college is a goal we all share. That is why the College Vacuum is proposing the following fund raising ideas:

1. Turn the Arboretum into a huge poultry farm. In this manner the thousands of dollars spent on providing the students with chickens and turkeys could be saved. There wouldn't even be the need for care takers, Mrs. Ames could feed the poultry from her back porch. She could say, "Chickie, chickie..." and all the flock would flock to feed.

2. Instead of picking the housefiles in a scientific manner turn it into a mud wrestling match. The college could sell tickets to see the "Camel Mud Warriors" go at it. The Romans tried it with early Christians, if it worked for them it is a cinch it will work for us. In the same vein, the contest could be expanded to include Administration-Faculty matches. For example, Jane "Bone Crusher" Bredeson vs. George "Dynamite Toes" Willauer could draw huge crowds.

3. Turn Harkness Green into a polo field. Then the college could invite Prince Charles, strap him to his horse (to prevent him from taking one of his famous examinations of the grass with his royal buns), and let him win the game. Then President Ames can casually suggest that the Prince send part of the crown jewels to Conn. It could all be done in a cocktail party. Ames could say, "Well, Chuck, that was some game, you played stupendously. And by the by could you send us a tiara or two from London?" We are sure this will provide the desired results.

These, of course, are only some of the many alternatives the college has to raise funds. We are sure that the Administration can come up with many more. But if they can't, how about: make a U.S.A. for Conn album? The video could show preppies with shredded Izod shirts, and President Ames distributing emergency relief Polo shirts. Something to think about.

Willy Wonka, Geespot, I.M.

Saturday, April 1, 1989

Disney Time Tonight

Class of '85 Holds Prom
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The Facts:

cocaine

No joke.

SGA

Cocaine: ambitious women and men,
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' I'm So Confused'

sproitter terror squad abducts hens in Harris...I suppose it's time to dry out," said coach.

What's Wrong With America?

The College Vacuum is a para-
dody of The College Voice. The material herein is wholly fictional. The events, people, and situations are imaginary and represent the author's views, not the editorial board of the College Voice.

Disclaimer
The College Vacuum, April 1, 1985

RAKING IN THE BUCKS FOR HOLLYWOOD

by Jessica Klevage

Midway through the television season, some producers in Hollywood have already announced the projects in the works for next season. Like all of us, the big-money producers are influenced by trends, and their new programming certainly reflects this fact. Yes, folks, Hollywood is finally going to exploit that great reservoir which has the enormous potential for providing hours of fine, family entertainment, namely politics. Both domestic and international, and the people involved in political pursuits.

The most exciting program, currently being produced by Aaron Spelling, is a six-hour mini-series entitled, "Me and My Shadow." According to Spelling, this "blockbuster television extravaganza" chronicles the last thirty years of the career of Yasar Arafat, from his meager origins as an ordinary hoodlum to his rise to a legitimate political personality. The production stars Dustin Hoffman and is currently being filmed in the Gaza Strip.

Another mini-series with a political overtone is "The Russian Tea Room," a "factual drama" which exposes the exploitation and decreased morality that occurs in the commissary at the Kremlin. According to one inside source, this series "has all the earmarks of a sure-fist hit. You know, sex, sex and scandal!"

Suzanne Somers, Tom Selleck, Telly Savalas and John Davidson head the all-star cast.

Howard Baker will return to Capitol Hill in a sense when he becomes the host of a new weekly series entitled "Capitol Offense?" This half-hour series will take a light-hearted look at Congress with the use of blunders, goofs and embarrassing moments recorded on the Congressional television system. Among the highlights is a prank on Vice President Bush, initiated by Tip O'Neill and Ted Kennedy with the cooperation of President Reagan. The prank, called "Bedtime for Boy George," involves a series of misunderstandings in which Bush is convinced that he is going to be replaced by Jeanne Kirkpatrick. Bush is seen storming from the Senate chamber exclaiming, "It's time to knock some (beep) ass, and I'll do that for the Gipper!" while Senators Jesse Helms and Jack Kemp are in convulsions of laughter.

Taking advantage of the current religious fervor sweeping the country, Jerry Falwell, in his dramatic debut will co-star with Mr. T in a weekly series about evangelist saviors called "The God Squad." Each week the dynamic duo will be called upon to save the fallen from the grips of vice and liberalism. The program is being fashioned after "Fantasy Island," that celebrities will be appearing every week at the "Seventh Heaven and Beyond Retreat" in search of morality, purity, and the road to an eternal bliss.

The American public can look forward to these programs which will be appearing next fall on all three major networks. Over the past few seasons, the quality of television has increased and defaced Mrs. Ames. According to college sources the Vandals gave Mrs. Ames a clue. This report could not be corroborated since Mrs. Ames is reported in the Arbo, walking around Amelisely.

New London - Vandal last Tuesday broke into President Oaks Ames' house and defaced Mrs. Ames. According to college sources the Vandals gave Mrs. Ames a clue. This report could not be corroborated since Mrs. Ames is reported in the Arbo, walking around Amelisely.

New London - Responding to reports from Washington that a brain was found, SGA President Ann Babcock expressed some interest in taking a closer look at the organ, saying "This is a unique opportunity for the student government. It's kind of like the Wizard of Oz—you know if I only had a brain. If the student government, she sang to the famous movie theme, "had a brain, well, there wouldn't be a government. It's kind of like the Wizard of Oz—you know if I only had a brain."
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